
Medieval fragments in Latin and vernacular surfaced during the restoration of Libro Giornale del
Monte di pieta di Bologna 

The examination of Libro Giornale del Monte di pieta di Bologna gives us the opportunity to bring
to the surface the ruins of an ancient monument of the Christian liturgy of Emilia, as well as the
remains of some essential computational tools for entrepreneurial practice, according to the theory
given by Luca Pacioli in the 15th century, and thanks to the circulation, starting from the 13th
century, of Liber Abaci by Leonardo Fibonacci;  works which represent the basis of the concrete
daily experience of Italian merchants and traders. Our register was composed of paper files
comprising a variable number of bifolia bound together, which, once completed, were preserved;
not before, though, being protected by a cover formed by a flap, similiar to an envelope, which
allows the closure of the register through a buckle.

Libro Giornale after restoration



The cover was constructed with a cardboard covered with leather and was made integral to the
sewing of the folder by three strong straps. This type of structure, which is part of the so-called
archival bookbindings, was often reinforced by internally consolidating the boards of the cover by
some membrane sheets which were glued to the cardboards and externally (as in our case) through a
special padding obtained through the recovery and reuse of paper sheets (no longer useful, in our
case, because over a century older). The binding technique carried out by local workers for Libro
Giornale del Monte di pieta di Bologna (1473-1519) involved the use of leather to create the
external cover of the volume. The procedure guaranteed excellent results, since the material was
ductile and resistant at the same time, thus could easily adapt and model itself to the different forms
of paper supports that were set up inside any bookbinding workshop in Bologna. Since the
manufacturing process was quite long, and certainly not cheap at all, it was common practice, for
reasons of economic savings, to buy on the local market folders, bifolia or papers from codes now
become useless for their owners (due to multiple reasons) and put up for sale at lower prices than
the starting cost of new parchments. Such materials, sold by weight, were re-functionalized as
resulting material for bookbinding in Bolognese artisan workshops, where stationers employed
them precisely for the purpose of making covers to upholster notarial, accounting, judicial and
administrative registers for both public and private offices. For these reasons, if we think of the
medieval manuscript tradition, it is not infrequent to find relics from a very ancient past among the
ligatures, accidentally survived the oblivion of time because preserved by supports that had been
produced to transmit texts of a completely different nature. That's precisely what happens in the
case of Libro Giornale del Monte di Pieta di Bologna, where parchments and papers used to
reinforce the boards of the cover come from an antiphonary of the 12th century and from an early
15th century ledger. 

Unfortunately, the various editorial projects underlying the liturgical code and the accounting
notebook are to be considered lost forever. Some original artifacts have survived the shipwreck,
which was the fate of the bulk of the two manuscripts, three bifolia and some papers. But let's find
out more about our own "rari nantes in gurgite vasto" (lit. "Rare survivors in the immense sea"), that
is, let's meet those relics of the past that were saved in the fund of Archivio Storico della
Fondazione del Monte di Bologna e Ravenna, as happened to the swimmers lost in the sea outlined



by Virgil when describing the shipwreck of the Trojan fleet of Aeneas. A disaster dictated by the
divine will of Juno, which made sure that only some among the comrades of the Trojan hero
managed to stay on the surface during the storm, between waves and broken beams of ships now
sunk. The same destiny seems to have occurred to the fragments that have emerged from the
oblivion of time, like castaways forced to a register also become half a millennium "old" in the
meantime. The fragments that emerged as a result of the restoration offer the chance to examine a
double situation: a rather common one, and a much rarer one. The common one concerns the resort
to reusable membranes to upholster the internal boards of the cover. The less usual, not to say rare,
relates instead to the recycling of paper sheets and fragments, used as external reinforcement of the
cover because inserted between cardboards that constituted the boards and the leather that formed
its covering. In the first case, the type of code discarded and used by the bookbinder appears
recurring. In fact, among the many medieval fragments that have come down to our days because
recovered from archival covers, most consist of liturgical manuscripts, which linked their duration,
their persistence to the actuality of their content, that is, to their concrete use inside a convent or
church. Therefore, it was not infrequent that liturgical codes were selected for discard.

The recovery of paper documents of bourgeois provenance is, instead, really extraordinary. Even
more than the liturgical codes, the accounting documentation bound its raison d'être to the duration
of the business contained in it. A documentary function for the most part limited in time. The value
of those cards, for those who had produced, ceased with the exhaustion of the content of the
financial items recorded. Unlike parchment codex, paper accounting books were not reused but,
very often, simply destroyed.



Papers and fragments of accounting books of the early fifteenth century used to stuff the cover of
Libro Giornale del Monte di pieta di Bologna (1473-1519)



The re-use and recovery of fragments of ancient codex in the storages of archives is a phenomenon
known to scholars of medieval codex for many years, although it is possible to investigate in detail
in this specific case the methods, types and times that underlie the procedures exhibited by our
binding. The careful study of these modalities will allow, in our case, to re-connect other "membra
disiecta", that is, other dispersed parts of the same codex scattered in the coeval ligatures of
registers preserved, for instance, at Archivio della Fabbriceria di San Petronio di Bologna. The
reunion of the reused parts of an ancient and lost codex is an essential operation for assembling the
dispersed parts of ancient medieval manuscripts.

The situation of the binding before the restoration and the detachment of the fragments.


